History topic Coverage Year 1 of 2 Year Cycle

Nursery

Autumn 1
All about Me

Year 1

Year 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Food

Let’s Pretend

Houses and Homes

Fairy tales

Old houses

How countries have
changed

Where food comes from

Family and Friends

Animals/patterns

Changes

Transport

Family Tree

Clothes that other
people wore years
ago- e.g. grandparents

Making observations

Old types of
transport/toys

How Are you?

Let’s celebrate

The Earth our Home

All Dressed Up

Doctors who
discovered
medicines

How families
celebrated in the past

Communicating
knowledge through
drama/role play

How Are you?

Let’s celebrate

The Earth our Home

Comparing
similarities and
differences
between clothing
now and in the
past
All Dressed Up

Diseases from the
past

How past events are
celebrated

Communicating
knowledge in a variety
of ways including
Computing

Comparing
similarities and
difference of
clothing

Family Tree

Reception

Autumn 2
Up and Away

Summer 2
Sand and Water
Olympics (when it
happens)
Olympics years ago

Plants and
Flowers/Minibeasts

Treasure
Olympics (when it
happens)

Talk about why
things happen and
how things work
Flowers and Insects

World Cup/ Olympics

How food has
change over time

To order events and
objects

Flowers and Insects

World Cup/Olympics

How food has
changed over time
relating to passing of
time

To order events and
objects

Pirates years ago

Year 3

Chocolate (Food)

The Generation Game

Features of decades
History of chocolate,
Bourneville.

Victorian period –
emphasis on children’s
way of life

Fashion
Different trends,
designs and materials in
fashion/hairstyles
during different
decades. Impact of
social/historical
occurrences on fashion.

Scavengers and
Settlers

Active Planets

The Olympic Games+
Shaping Up

Devastation of
Pompeii
Stone age and Iron
age – what we can
learn about the
past from exploring
a stone age village

Ancient Greece – way of
life, Athens and Sparts
Greek vases
Origin of Olympic games
How they have changed
over time

What we life like
during the bronze
and iron ages?
Year 4

Chocolate (Food)

The Generation Game

Features of decades
History of chocolate,
Bourneville.

Year 5

Victorian period –
emphasis on children’s
way of life

Fashion

Scavengers and
Settlers

Different trends,
designs and materials in
fashion/hairstyles
during different
decades. Impact of
social/historical
occurrences on fashion.

From hunting to
farming crops/Link
to Nile Valley

Active Planets
Story of Kotel and
rebuilding – Yom
Yerushalyim

The Olympic Games+
Shaping Up

Ancient Greece – way of
life, Athens and Sparts
Greek vases

Moving People

Full Power

Go with the Flow

Fairgrounds

Roots, Shoots and
Fruits

Time Tunnel (Linked to
World War One or
World War Two

The historical
importance of past
civilisations on
present day societies
making comparisons
between different

Who discovered
electricity using
primary and
secondary sources

To record and
communicate
knowledge in different
forms about the
importance of the River
Nile in every aspect of

How fairgrounds
have changed over
time and the
impact in people

History of the plants
in our local area

How historical time can
be recorded and
measured from
different sources
related to World War

times in history

Year 6

Moving People
The effects of
migration on
countries around the
world

life in Ancient Egypt.

Full Power
Being Human
Be aware that
different evidence will
lead to different
conclusions when
discovering who
discovered electricity

One or World War Two

Go with the Flow

Fairgrounds

About the importance
of the River Nile in
every aspect of life in
Ancient Egypt

How fairgrounds
have changed over
time
To find about
beliefs, behaviour
and characteristics
of people,
recognising that
not everyone
shares the same
views and feelings.

Roots, Shoots and
Fruits
To recognise primary
and secondary
sources and use a
range of sources to
find out about the
history of the plants
in our local area

Time Tunnel (Linked to
World War One or
World War Two
How we can interpret
events to explore the
attitudes of people in
the past related to
World War One or
World War Two

